RANS Product Update

The Abstract Alarmists

Project Description

The Roving Alarm Notification System (RANS) is a Priax Corporation alarm system that is utilized for security in prisons and psychiatric facilities. This version of the RANS board has updated PIC microcontrollers, updated memory storage, and other updated components like the DAC and multiplexers. The upgraded parts were selected with future availability in mind to avoid obsolescence until the next board upgrade. This version of the board has the same dimensions and a degree of backwards compatibility for facilities that still need to use serial communication.

Components

PIC24FJ64GA705 Microcontroller

This main PIC is a major upgrade over its predecessor in terms of program memory and other specifications. It will control almost everything that goes on in the system.

PIC16F15223 Microcontroller

The input scan PIC also has more program memory compared to its elder counterpart. It is in charge of scanning the multiplexers for zone triggers and sending the information to the main PIC.

SD Card (and Adapter)

The use of an SD card for on board memory storage is a major upgrade from the previous iterations' use of on board flash memory.

System PCB

System Block Diagram
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